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Our STORY
Calamarie began as one woman’s dream to change the world. Back in 2008, Catalina 
Lemaitre was traveling the world as a project manager for the U.S. State Department in 
Washington D.C. Although she seemed to be the epitome of success to everyone around 
her, recurring migraines and stress made her feel unhappy and sick like a battery that had 
lost its ability to recharge.

She decided to take three months off from work, and went back to all that had brought 
her joy in the past—practicing yoga, taking drawing classes, cooking meals from scratch 
for herself and her husband, and volunteering at a local art therapy school for children.

During this break from her day-to- day grind, she was able to re-examine her life. On a 
trip to her home country of Colombia she fell in love with orange peel and was inspired to 
design a jewelry line using natural materials handcrafted by women Cartagena. Calamarie 
was born with a mission to support and empower talented women artisans in Colombia, 
to preserve traditional crafts, and to bring more art and beauty into the world through the 
creation of wearable art. Today Calamarie is a growing network of artisans who support 
their families through their work.
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Getaway Necklace/Bracelet

Charmed Getaway Necklace/Bracelet

Sol Choker Necklace/Bracelet

CLOP52PBK

CLOP52PAG

CLOP12PT

TC10CCY

CLOP12CM

CLOP52SS CLOP52NM

TC10PRS

CLOP12CYS

Cream Yellow & Sand

Pink & Black

TC10RCRS

Red & Rose

Coral & Mint

Sunset & Sand

TC10NMR

Natural & Mint

CLOP12PT

Pink & Turquoise

Coral & Natural

Pale Rose & Sand

CLOP12   ·   WSP $26   ·   45”
Incudes new story card.

Inspired by our founder’s travels and the need for a versatile and easy to wear piece 
to work with many outfits Can be worn as a necklace, bracelet, belt and more.

CLOP52   ·   WSP $28   ·   45”
Incudes new story card.

For the woman who wants a bit of fun and color with lots of versatility.
Can be worn as a necklace, bracelet, belt and more.

TC10   ·   WSP $17   ·   16”-18”
Incudes new story card.

An orange peel rose and chirilla seeds are strung together by skillful artisan 
hands to create a dainty, everyday, eco-chic piece.

Bestse
ller
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CLOP78   ·   WSP $21   ·   17”-31”
Inspired by our founder’s travels and the need for a versatile and easy to wear 

piece to work with many outfits.

CLOP47   ·   WSP $19   ·   Adjustable 15’’-31”
A rose is paired with fresh water pearls and hand painted and beautifully 

polished chirilla seeds.

Rose Perlas Necklace

Life Necklace

CLOP78BBCY

CLOP47PN

CLOP47CM

CLOP78RT

CLOP78NLI

CLOP47NR

CLOP78PRS

CLOP47RT

Baby blue & Cream Yellow

Pink & Natural

Natural & Lilac

Natural & Red

Pale Rose & Sand

Red & Turquoise

CLOP43   ·   WSP $19   ·   Adjustable  21”-34”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Acai seeds in Calamarie’s very own chalk white are strung on cañamo a 
resistant natural fiber and finished off with a single flat rose.

Joy Solitaite Necklace

CLOP43CCW

CLOP43PCW CLOP43CCW

Coral & Chalk WhitePink & Chalk White

CLOP43ACW

Aquamarine & Chalk White

New
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CLOP35NBK

CLOP31RT

CLOP74SCW

CLOP35VO

CLOP31PCW

CLOP74NBB

CLOP35PRN

CLOP31RBK

CLOP74CLI

Natural & Black

Red & Turquoise

Sunset & Chalk White

Violet & Olive

Coral & Chalk White

Natural & Baby Blue

Pale Rose & Natural

Red & Black

Coral & Lilac

3 Rose Princess Necklace

The Rose Choker Necklace

Glee Necklace

CLOP35   ·   WSP $22   ·   19”-21”
Includes matching seed earrings.

A strand of hand polished and hand painted acai seeds is paired with 3 sweet 
orange peel roses set on the side.

CLOP31   ·   WSP $19   ·   16”-18”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Features a small orange peel rose, surrounded by hand painted acai seeds and 
finished off with a crochet clasp in cañamo, a resistant natural fiber.

CLOP74   ·   WSP $24   ·   20”-21”
Includes matching seed earrings.

A little bit of nature for your neck. A charmed version of our bestselling rose 
choker necklace.

CLOP31CSB

CLOP35CSB

CLOP74SCW

Bestse
ller
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CLOP2   ·   WSP $36   ·   21”-24”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Three orange peel roses are set on the side along with strands of beautifully 
polished and hand painted bombona (vegetable ivory spheres).

CLOP1   ·   WSP $32   ·   Adjustable 19’’-21”
Includes matching seed earrings.

An orange peel rose is set on the side along with strands of beautifully polished 
bombona (vegetable ivory spheres- an all natural and eco-friendly to ivory alternative).

CLOP42   ·   WSP $32   ·   Adjustable  19”-21”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Features a “rose in bloom” set on the side along with strands of beautifully 
polished bombona.

1 Rose Necklace

3 Rose Necklace

The Flor Necklace

CLOP2CN

CLOP1PSB

CLOP1RT

CLOP2NBK

CLOP42CBVR

CLOP2PAG

CLOP1NRS

CLOP42CM

CLOP2RT

CLOP1NBK

Coral & Natural

Pink & Skyblue

CLOP42NSB

Natural & Skyblue

Pink & Apple Green

Natural & Rose

Coral & Mint

Red & Turquoise

Natural & Black

CLOP42NC

Natural & Camel
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CLOP39CYS

CLOP46LRS

CLOP39CA

CLOP46ACW

CLOP39BKN

CLOP4PRN

CLOP46CAG

Cream Yellow & Sand

CLOP4AN

Aquamarine & Natural

Lime & Rose

Coral & Aquamarine

CLOP4CA

Coral & Aquamarine
Eco-Choice Winner

@NYNOW & Gift Shop Magazine

Aquamarine & Chalk white

Black & Natural

Pale Rose & Natural

Coral & Apple green

Braided Dream Necklace

3 Rose Braided Necklace

Flor Braided Necklace

CLOP39   ·   WSP $44   ·   21”-24”
Includes matching seed earrings.

The Braided Dream Necklace is a lightweight statement piece made of endless 
intertwining strands of hand polishes acai seeds and orange peel spirals.

CLOP4   ·   WSP $39   ·   21”-24”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Features three orange peel roses set on the side along with braided strands of 
beautifully polished and hand painted acai seeds.

CLOP46   ·   WSP $34   ·   19”-21”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Features one orange peel “rose in bloom” set on the side along with braided 
strands of beautifully polished acai seeds.

CLOP4RT

CLOP39PRN

CLOP46NA
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CLOP14   ·   WSP $34   ·   +45”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Orange peel slices are layered onto each other in concentric circles creating a 
sphere full of texture and color.

CLOP75   ·   WSP $32   ·   +45”
Includes matching seed earrings.

Our newest conversation starter. Make a statement with this multi-color, 
multi-bead piece. An artisan crochet clasp allows for endless versatility.

Amulet Necklace

Aros Long

CLOP14ACW

CLOP75PRS

CLOP75CBK

CLOP14CSB

CLOP14PRS

CLOP75PAG

CLOP14CSB

CLOP75CCW

Aquamarine & Chalk White

Pale rose & Sand

Pale Rose & Sand

Pink & Apple Green

Coral & Skyblue

Coral & Chalk White

New c
olors
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Our All time Bestselling
Bundles are Back!

Pay for 8, get 9 - Pay for 11, get 12

Rose Prayer Bracelets
Chalk white - SET OF 9

Rose Prayer Bracelets
Vintage - SET OF 12

CLOP16A-CW9 $88

 CLOP16A-V12 $121
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Garden Bracelets
Vintage - SET OF 12

Garden Bracelets
Natural - SET OF 9

CLOP65A-V12 $121

CLOP65A-N9 $88
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Favorite bracelets 
Bundle and Save!

Garden Bracelet Rose Prayer Bracelet
Set of 6   ·   CLOP65A-6 Set of 6   ·   CLOP16A-6

Was $66 Now $58   ·   Adjustable
Pink & Apple green, Coral & Mint, Red & Black, Coral & Turquoise, 

Pink & Natural, Cream Yellow & Natural.

Was $66 Now $58   ·   Adjustable
Coral & Skyblue, Natural & Black, Pale Rose & Natural, Pale Rose 
& Camel, Pink & Skyblue, Pale Rose & Skyblue, Orange & Skyblue.

$58 $58

Incudes new story card.
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Set of 4   ·   CLOP48A-4Set of 3   ·   CLOP51A-3
Charmed BraceletFlor Perlas Bracelet

Was $60 Now $48   ·   Adjustable
Coral & Turquoise, Coral & Apple Green,

Natural & Mint, Natural & Lilac.

Was $51 Now $42   ·   Adjustable
Pale Rose & Sand, Pink & Skyblue,

Violet & Chalk White.

$48$42

Just in statement
Bracelets Bundles
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Was $72 Now $66
Small orange peel rose on alpaca silver hypoallergenic backs! 

Assorted colors incluided in pack.

Waw $54 Now $45
Large orange peel rose on alpaca silver hypoallergenic backs! 

Assorted colors incluided in pack.

Earrings
Easy packs just for you

$66 $45Small Rose Earrings Large Rose Earrings
Set of 12   ·   CLOP32 Set of 12   ·   CLOP34
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Was $72 Now $66
Small orange peel rose hand seun and hand crafted, gold 

plated, bronze backs. Assorted colors included in pack.

Was $112 Now $84
Small orange peel rose hand seun and hand crafted, gold plated, 

bronze backs, a single pearl. Assorted colors included in pack.

Earrings
Easy packs just for you

$66 $84Small Rose Stud Sweet Nothing Rose
Set of 12   ·   CLGE12A-6 Set of 12   ·   CLGE10A-6
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Was $51 Now $42
Red & Camel, Natural Multi, Pale rose & Sand.

See included product story card below.

Sol Choker (2 in 1) 
Set of 3   ·   TC10A-3

$42
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Was $162 Now $144
Natural Multi, Pale rose & Sand, Pink & Apple green, Pink & 

Turquoise, Cream yellow & Sand, Coral & Mint.
See included product story card below.

Getaways (6 in 1) 
Set of 6   ·   CLOP52A-6

$144

Belt

Ch
ok
er

Layered
bracelet

Headpiece

Lon
g

Ne
ckl
aceDo

ub
le

Ne
ckl
ace
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Favorites Starter kit
for a limited time

$185 (was $204)
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Happiness
is HANDMADE

CALAMARIE is a social project inspired by one 
basic belief, that our purchases can change our 

world. Through a collaboration between artists in 
the U.S. and artisans in Colombia, we create eco-

chic, unique, wearable art made with love. We 
use natural & recycled materials like discarded 

orange peel that we pick up from street juice 
vendors and hand painted seeds and nuts. We 

turn them into eco-chic jewelry and accessories 
designed for the conscious modern women.

www.calamariewholesale.com

Ama
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Order NOW!
Request your Wholesale account today

& place your order online at:




To place a wholesale order 
email Carolina Lara at 
carolina@amanoartisans.com 
or call (305) 278-0078



